Term 3 2019
PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
Again, it is hard to believe that we’ve flown through another term at Communicare Academy. It only seems like yesterday I was meeting students for the first time. I would like to
congratulate students on the constant improvement they are showing in their behaviours and manner in which they engage with each other and staff.
Change takes time and we are starting to see positive changes in our young people. Our STEM teacher, Ms Jess Befumo completed her time with us at the end of Term 3. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Jess for her efforts in establishing the STEM programme and wish her the best. At the time of writing this report we are in the final stages of completing
the recruitment process for a new STEM teacher.
This term, after staff consultation, we implemented changes to the school’s behaviour management process. The changes were aimed at making students more responsible for their
choices and accept responsibility for their ‘next steps’. We have made a deliberate effort to focus on positive behaviours and have rewarded students who are leading the points board.
We are excited about the end of term auction where students can ‘spend’ their reward points.
As part of the process of giving the students a voice, we have introduced community circle at assemblies. This ensures all students are engaged in the
conversation and asked to contribute their ideas for school engagement and activities. As a result, we are investigating a school band, volunteer work, the
possibility of access to a local ovals and interschool sports activities with other CaRE Schools.
To assist students in conflict resolution, we have engaged a consultant to work on restorative practice; which focuses on dealing with conflict and
restoring relationships through discussion and questioning. Additionally, Jordan Foster, a clinical psychologist, from Safe is giving presentations on
cyber safety, bullying on social media and legal implications of sexting and inappropriate use of technology.
Students have been offered opportunities to link their learning to outside activities. These include excursions to the Perth Mint, Art Gallery of
Western Australia, Electoral Office and an urban street art field trip. The Outdoor Education programme has included indoor skydiving, archery and
Kings Park. This term our wellbeing day was a fun sports day at Mills Park. Cooking classes have continued their journey around the world focusing
on Indian cuisine following last term’s visit to Italy. It has been marvellous to see so many senior students completing their certificate workbooks
this term.
We were most fortunate this term to receive a grant from Allens to the value of $10 000. This money will provide additional places in the Equine
Therapy programme and resources for the STEM and robotics programme that is being established.
We were very pleased to see so many parents attend our parent teacher evening and encourage you to be involved in your
child’s education. Should you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact us. A reminder we are now reporting on
student progress at the end of Terms’ 2 and 4 only. Individual Education Plans will be reviewed and sent out at the end
of Terms 1 and 3. Parents are welcome to discuss student progress with teachers at any time and meetings may be
arranged through Rikki and Hannah.
There are already several events organised for Term Four including the Venturers camp to Geraldton (23-25 October),
the Outdoor Education camp to Rottnest (6-8 November) and the Graduation Ceremony, held on 17 December.
We are planning for next year and would love to know if your child is not returning in 2020. We do have a number
of people on the wait list and also welcome new enquiries; so, if you have friends considering a fresh start, ask
them to get in touch.
Finally, a big thank you to Communicare Academy staff for their fabulous energy and efforts. Each term they
go above and beyond to see your children happy and thrive.
I wish you all a safe and relaxing holiday and look forward to seeing everyone next term.

Mike Friday,
Principal

OPPORTUNITIES

ART TERM THREE - Tene Moore
Term Three Art classes have been busy with two projects. The academic
focus was graffiti and street art, with two students spearheading the
painting and removing film from the doors of the newly established
Meditation Room.
Students learnt about the anonymous Banksy, Jean-Michel Basquiat
and various Australian graffiti artists who eventually became well paid
commercial artists. Topics included tagging versus commissioned street
art, comparing Australian graffiti penalties to other countries such as
South Africa and UK, opinions on vandalism and graffiti as an Art form
and whether or not the emoji house owner should have been taxed.

Year 9-12 students were previously familiar with Melbourne’s laneways
and graffiti culture and welcomed the opportunity to participate in a
Perth Street Art Cultural Tour. TransPerth was our transportation so
students could sight and identify graffiti along the way. A hidden side
of Northbridge was revealed as the tour guide highlighted several
significant paintings on the most obscure buildings and alleyways.
Year 12 students, Lucy Downey and Sarah Paton organised the
Meditation Room art project. Both have consistently help paint walls
and been committed to the arduous task of using blow dryers to
remove a glossy film coating the doors. Special commendations are in
order for both young ladies.

ART THERAPY MAKING A SPLASH! - Amelia Field
As part of the Communicare Academy’s wellbeing approach, our
students had the opportunity to engage in Art Therapy sessions in
Term Two and Three. The Communicare Academy welcomed art
therapist, Amber Cumings in partnership with Communicare’s Family
and Parenting Services. The sessions focused on how art can help
students reduce their anxiety and improve their mental health.

The overall feedback from students was positive and the student
services team are excited to let you know that further sessions are
being offered in Term 4. These sessions will be offered to years 9-12. If
you would be interested in your child being involved in future sessions,
please let Amelia, Lucy or Caitlin know by dropping in or giving us a
call. Spots are limited, so please express your interest early.

Students spoke about how they can feel and process their emotions
and identified that teachers and staff are always around for support
and encouragement. They spoke about how they felt less pressure
as they were around people who had experienced similar situations to
their own. Our students also talked about the different coping strategies
they had been taught for anxiety, anger and self-regulation.

PARKING AT THE COMMUNICARE ACADEMY
If you are parking near the school DO NOT park at the businesses across the road or at the VET. These are private
carparks and are not to be used by the Communicare Academy community. If you need parking space, please park down
our driveway, or on Moore St near the PCYC, or at the train station. Thank you for your cooperation.
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BIG PROGRAM - Dennis Garac

The boys in the BIG Programme have had a great Term Three and a
very productive year so far. The lifting performance of every student
has improved tremendously. This has been reflected in more
disciplined attitudes towards training, helping their team mates and
modelling positive behaviours inside and outside the programme.

An excursion to Shalom House was also conducted and some
younger students outside the BIG Programme also attended. The
boys participated in a fun game of soccer with the Shalom guys,
listened to inspiring stories of battles against addiction and enjoyed
a huge BBQ cooked by the Shalom team. Well done guys!!!

Some students have even set themselves the challenge of coming
in early in the morning at 8.00am to make use of the gym before the
start of class. Trainer, Christian Gee drew up a 5-day training split
for these students and they have been sticking to the programme
and seeing great results. They’ve discovered the benefits of working
out in the morning, managing their time effectively, following better
eating habits and just having an awesome time with their training buddies.

CGEA TERM 3 WEEK 5 - Carolyn Bendotti
This term has seen an explosion in the number of students completing
Certificate booklets. We have been kept busy with reading and
research, investigating and writing, preparing reports and power point
presentations, and even making playdough.
Certificate work revises basic skills, extends and enhances our
knowledge and prepares us for the world of work. There are units on
Occupational Health and Safety, writing Resumes, Biology, Chemistry,
History, borrowing money and budgeting.
We now have six Year 12 students working on Certificate III, along
with two students from Years 10 and 11, which is exceptional! Many of
our Year 10 and 11 students are working brilliantly on Certificate II and
making great progress.
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Most importantly, everyone is making the most of class time and
completing tasks every lesson. This means that they are progressing at
a steady rate. It is exciting to see our students learning and improving
their knowledge and understanding of the world.

BOTTLE TOPS - Carolyn Bendotti
We are collecting bottle tops to recycle them into artificial limbs. They
will be taken to a centre that donates them to a not-for-profit company
turning them into prosthetic hands for kids in need. They use 3D
printing technology to turn our plastic waste into mechanical hands
and arms for kids, with the products being sent around the world.
The patterns are unique and colourful, designed to make kids feel
confident and empowered, and bringing joy to recipients like four-yearold James Haines - who just last week received a prosthetic inspired
by his favourite superhero, Batman.

Milk bottle tops, soft drink tops and flat water-based tops are the best
to utilise and recycle – but it is important that they have the number 2
or 4 on it, as these are the only ones that can be used.
Each bottle top brought in to school with number 2 or number 4 on it
earns 2 points for the student. Some students are earning 10’s to 100’s
of points, with family members all collecting for them.

VENTURER UNIT - Rebecca Morse
The Communicare Academy Venturer Scouts have been busy this
term working on a number of different badges. At the beginning of
term, we selected what badges we would like to work on and started
designing projects to complete them.
We have visited Manjedal Scout Activity Centre to work on our
teamwork and initiative skills, the Electoral Education Centre to work
on our Citizenship badge, started presentations about drug and
alcohol abuse for our Lifestyle badge, and most recently visited the
Maddington Fire Station for a road safety demonstration.
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Our students have been bonding as a group in preparation for
their Geraldton camp in Term 4. We would like to thank Scouts WA
for assisting us in running the Unit, Manjedal Activities Centre for
assisting us in running our excursion and Maddington Fire Station,
Welshpool Fire Brigade and St John Ambulance for their Road Safety
Demonstration. What a fantastic term!

HORSE THERAPY TROTTING ALONG FOR THE COMMUNICARE ACADEMY - Lucy Scott
In Term 3 we started another round of equine therapy, a program that
teaches students about horses whilst learning positive social and life
skills. The eight-week program will run into term four, with a focus on
teaching communication, team work and decision making skills.
Equus Bonding is run for students to work with experienced trainers
and rescue horses in order to develop skills for life. As horses read
body language closely to understand their surroundings and perceived
threats, the students are required to learn skills to calm and relax
themselves to avoid distressing the horses.

The program has proven to be beneficial for a wide range of students
and has encouraged them to develop relationships with their peers, be
assertive and self-aware in order to work effectively with each other
and the horses. So far this term, we have had sessions that involved
initial rapport building with the horses and each other, leading the
horses through obstacles as a team and learning how to actively listen
and communicate with each other.
If this is something you would like your child to be included in, please
contact us at the Communicare Academy and we can arrange to have
them included for the next program.

PARENT TEACHER INTERVIEW EVENING - Matthew Borgward
During Week 3 of this Term we held a Parent/Teacher Interview
Evening, so we could provide the opportunity for staff and parents/
carers to meet and discuss their Students’ educational and wellbeing
progress and goals.
We understand that it can be very difficult for guardians to make time
during work hours to come and meet staff, so we really appreciate it
when this happens. In previous years the most bookings we have had
at a Parent/Teacher evening was 11, so we were delighted to have
over 20 guardians turn up to meet with teachers.
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During these meetings, student reports were discussed and Individual
Education Plans assessed and improved on. General discussions
were had on how we can all work together to provide an environment
for our students to flourish and be best equipped for life outside of
school. Teachers will always try to contact guardians as frequently as
possible to include them in any decision-making process and provide
feedback on student progress. However, it is always nice when we can
meet in person and communicate openly together.

JOURNALLING YR9 - Carolyn Bendotti
Journalling has been a Fixed Focus class this term, with 9 students enrolled. Each week has had a different focus, with some self-reflection.
More recently, some of the students have got into paper-making. This is an activity which takes quite a bit of preparation, tearing up scrap
paper into small pieces, soaking in water for a few days and then using a blender or stab mixer to create a pulp. The paper that was made
is of a very good standard. The pictures below give you some idea of the process and results.

LITERACY & NUMERACY WEEK 2019 - Carolyn Bendotti
August 29th – September 4th was National Literacy and Numeracy
Week 2019 and at Communicare Academy we wanted to celebrate
with activities highlighting the importance of Literacy and Numeracy
in our lives.

We also had daily anagram challenges – anagrams are where the
letters of a word are rearranged. For example, we had to work out the
names of famous books and movies, and one of them was
PERRY THROAT = HARRY POTTER.

We played Hangman and Celebrity Heads before school and during
lunch breaks.

One of the hardest challenges was to find as many words as possible
from the letters of MATHEMATICS – one student found over 60 words
and another found over 90 words by re-arranging the letters. A couple
of the best words: chemist, attach and aim.

In Maths classes, we did puzzles and learnt new and interesting facts
about numbers:
If you shuffle a pack of cards properly, chances are that exact order has
NEVER been seen before in the whole history of the universe. EVER!
All of the gold mined in the history of the world would more or less fit
into a 20×20×20 metre cube. That is about the size of two of our gyms!
At the moment gold is priced at $48,941.47 per kilo! That’s right, nearly
$50 thousand dollars for 1 kilogram of gold!
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Prizes were awarded for effort and participation over the week with
Zoey, Ebony, Keyshiaa, Spencer, Skye H and Tallara all winning movie tickets.

CREATE YR8 - Navit Shchigel
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This term in Year 8 we have studied hard and covered some really
interesting topics. We have particularly enjoyed learning about
poetry in English and the living conditions of the Middle Ages in
Humanities.

As well as learning our core subjects, students are participating
in sharing circles and contributing towards building a supportive
community. When students share their thoughts, they are learning
to listen to others and articulate their ideas in a respectful way.

The Year 8 class has made huge progress this term, really stepping
up their learning game! They are doing so well in spelling and
their writing skills including lovely paragraphs with all the correct
punctuation.

Students were fortunate enough to be able to participate in a
virtual reality incursion with the Year 7’s. The experience took our
students through space, exploring different planets. They asked
lots of questions and learned a lot about our galaxy.

COOKING - Sean Burke

TRADE - Sean Burke

Following on from an enjoyable Italian cuisine experience in Term Two,
cooking students have engaged in the delights of Indian cooking in
Term Three. Students have cooked a variety of Indian starters, mains
and desserts, using whole spices and masalas and have learnt about
a range of exotic tastes and smells. Some of the favourites included
tandoori chicken, lamb rogan josh and samosas.

Trade currently involves a variety of woodwork tasks, as well as
learning about safety and cleaning. Over the last two terms trade
students have been engaged in four basic projects; a cheeseboard,
a spear, a shield and an indoor planter box. Once students have
demonstrated their ability and patience with these, they are invited to
choose a project of their own interest. Big shout out to Blake Butchart
who has completed three and almost four of the basic projects and
who has commenced work on his longboard.
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YR9 PERTH MINT EXCURSION - Matthew Borgward
In Humanities and Social Sciences (HASS) this Term the Year 9
students have been learning about Australia and the Global Economy.
An important aspect of the Australian Economy is gold, being the
country’s sixth biggest export and playing a huge role in our country’s
history. This provided a perfect segue for a school excursion to the
Perth Mint. The excursion started with a very informative talk from the
tour guide who showed the students true-scale models of the largest
gold nuggets ever found. The students were amazed to hear that they
were sitting above vaults of the Perth Mint which contained over 6
billion dollars’ worth of gold held by over 40,000 investors from 130
different countries.

The students were told of the history of the Perth Mint and its importance
to the Western Australian economy. After that we proceeded inside
where the students were shown a five minute video, given the
opportunity to lift a real-life gold bar, admire a one-tonne gold coin
(worth 81 million dollars at today’s gold price), weigh themselves and
calculate their weight in dollars if they were made of gold and finally
watch the process of a gold bar pour being done in the old Perth Mint
refinery. The students really enjoyed the tour and I have to say their
behaviour for the whole day was impeccable. I was really proud of their
engagement and respect shown towards all the people we came into
contact with. Well done Year 9s!!!

IMAGINE YR7 - Emily Stevens
Term 3 has been another adventure filled term. We have moved swiftly
through a range of topics in our subject area and are working hard to
build on our educational journeys.
In English we have delved into the world of paragraph writing. Identifying
the structure of a paragraph, language used within a paragraph and
finally how to write one with more confidence. For our assessment this
term, we wrote about where we see ourselves in our future and what
we would like to achieve. It was great to see so much passion for all
the bright futures of the imagine class.
During the first half of the term, we focused on multiplication and
division skills in math, followed by the topic of measurement. We know
that these math skills are fundamental in everyday life and it is great
seeing the students grasp these concepts as best they can.

HASS this term started by looking into the Australian political systems.
We had a great time learning about this and holding our own parliament
and court sessions. A lot of laughs were had and strange witnesses
brought into the classroom. From week five, we got out the history
books and started exploring ancient Rome. Some of the students had
prior knowledge about this topic and it was great having them share
their thoughts with the rest of the class.
Another project we took on this term was the repainting of the Café
wall. The children were all enthused about this idea and we are now in
the process of painting and designing, so watch this space!
In all, another great term with some great new additions to the class
roll too. I look forward to continuing the great work in Term 4.
Here are some pictures of the great year 7 class!

2019 TERM DATES
Term One
05 Feb 2019 – 12 Apr 2019
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Term Two
01 May 2019 – 05 Jul 2019

Term Three
23 Jul 2019 – 27 Sep 2019

Term Four
15 Oct 2019 – 19 Dec 2019

OUTDOOR EDUCATION PROGRAM - Joao Montenegro (Monty)
Through interaction with the natural world, Outdoor Education aims to
develop an understanding of our relationships with the environment,
others and ourselves. The Communicare Outdoor Education Program
focuses on Culture, Nature and Adventure. Every week students
experience different activities in a range of environments, including
education programs, contact with nature and physical/mental challenges.
As a result, students have the opportunity to develop essential life
skills, interpersonal skills and teamwork, a better understanding of the
world they live in and a positive relationship with others. In addition, the
course aims to provide students with opportunities to develop skills that
will enable them to pursue personal interests and careers in outdoor,
environmental management, or eco-tourism.
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A few experiences provided to students in Term Three:
30th July - Kings Park Education Program - Wildflowers and Walkways
13th August – Indoor Skydiving
20th August - Archery
27th August – Indoor Climbing

